An uninformed welfare maximizing decision maker communicates with a random sample of agents from a large population who have heterogeneous preferences. Every agent's preference is private information to himself. The population distribution of preferences is unknown and messages from the sampled agents are cheap talk. This paper o¤ers a tractable model of communication where the decision maker estimates the distribution of preferences through the messages, and chooses the policy to maximize welfare of the entire population. Information does not aggregate e¢ ciently even if the sample size becomes arbitrarily large, since the sampled agents have incentive to "exaggerate" their preferences especially as the sample size becomes larger and each sampled agent has weaker in ‡uence on the decision. The quality of communication with each sampled agent may improve as the sample size becomes smaller, and thus we identify the trade-o¤ between the quality and quantity of communication. We show that, given the same expected prior distribution of population preferences, the decision maker may prefer to sample a smaller number of agents when the prior is weaker.
Introduction
Good public policy requires a considerable amount of information about the preferences of a¤ected individuals. In many instances, authorities collect such information through consultation with representatives, polls of randomly selected individuals, or referendums. Private …rms may also be interested in communicating with the public to …nd their "tastes" for marketing purposes. The process of information aggregation in those situations can potentially be complex, because the preference distribution may have to be estimated from data that is limited both in quality and quantity.
This paper explores the nature of communication for obtaining information about a large population. We introduce uncertainty about the distribution of preferences into a simple model that consists of an uninformed welfare maximizing decision maker and a continuum of agents with heterogeneous preferences. Speci…cally, we examine how the nature of cheap talk communication between the decision maker and randomly sampled agents changes according to the sample size and the quality of the prior belief about the preference distribution.
One of our main …ndings is the trade-o¤ between quality of communication and sample size. Needless to say, if every sampled agent fully reveals their true preference, the decision maker is better o¤ with a larger sample size as it renders the estimation of the distribution of preferences more accurate. However, as the sample size increases, each sampled agent has less in ‡uence on the decision maker's estimation of the preference distribution and consequently her decision. This leads to incentive to "exaggerate" their preferences, in the sense that if their type is high (low) they report that their type is even higher (lower) than it actually is, which implies that the quality of information transmission between the decision maker and each sampled agent diminishes as the sample size becomes larger. As a result, the decision maker cannot precisely infer the population distribution of preferences, even if the sample size is arbitrarily large. However, we also show that the quality of communication has a lower bound as there always exists an equilibrium where some information transmission occurs.
Another related …nding, which is perhaps more interesting, is that the decision maker may be better o¤ with sampling a smaller number of agents when the prior belief on the population preferences is weaker. This somewhat counterintuitive result comes from the fact that in communication with sampled agents, each agent plays not only against the other sampled agents but also against the decision maker's belief updating. If the prior belief is weak (i.e. if there is less ex ante information about the population distribution), the decision maker's estimation of the population distribution is in ‡uenced heavily by messages from the sampled agents. Therefore, each of them may have signi…cant in ‡uence on the decision maker's belief and hence decision as long as the sample size is small, and thus they may reveal more information as they have less incentive to "exaggerate". This implies that a larger sample size does not necessarily lead to better estimation, and the optimal sample size may be bounded.
On the other hand, when the prior belief is strong and hence the decision maker is more con…dent about the preference distribution, a sampled agent has little in ‡uence on the decision maker's estimation (= Bayesian updating) of the population distribution even if the sample size is small, because a strong prior means that the prior and posterior distributions are likely to be similar. Consequently, each sampled agent has stronger incentive to "exaggerate" just as in the case of larger sample size, and the available quality of communication may hit the lower bound even if the sample size is, for instance, 1. The lower bound is binary communication ("yes or no", "for or against") so that sampled agents cannot possibly exaggerate. If the best available communication with each sampled agent is binary, then the decision maker is better o¤ as the sample size becomes larger as she can better estimate the population distribution. This is in sharp contrast to the case where the prior is weak and the optimal sample size is bounded.
A recent paper by Morgan and Stocken (2008) studies information aggregation with cheap talk communication.
1 Similarly to our model, they consider a model with a decision maker and a continuum of agents with heterogeneous preferences. There are some important di¤erences. First, Morgan and Stocken (2008) assume that the state and message spaces are binary, so that they do not analyze how the number of messages in equilibrium changes due to the agents' strategic incentive. Second, since they assume that the distribution of biases of the agents is known and aggregate uncertainty is only about the signals about a binary underlying state they receive, information typically aggregates as the size of the polls becomes arbitrarily large. This implies that if polling is costless, the decision maker always prefers to poll an arbitrarily large number of agents. In our model, on the other hand, information does not aggregate due to the complexity of the underlying state (, which is the preference distribution itself). A striking result that follows from the complexity is that even if polling is completely costless, the decision maker may prefer to sample a small number of agents because the quality of communication becomes higher. Therefore we are able to address the natural question of the optimal sample size, and moreover illustrate its relation to the quality of the prior distribution, which Morgan and Stocken (2008) do not examine. Kawamura (2011) develops a similar setting to the one in the present paper, and studies how the …nite number of interested parties (agents) a¤ects information transmission from the agents. He also demonstrates the robustness of binary communication to exaggeration, but assumes that the decision maker communicates with all the agents involved, and hence does not address the issue of random sampling from a population. Most importantly the trade-o¤ between quality and quantity, which is the main focus of our analysis in the present paper, is absent in Kawamura (2011) since the average welfare is monotonically decreasing in the number of agents.
Other papers that study communication with several (mostly two) informed parties include Gilligan and Krehbiel (1987, 1989) , Austen-Smith (1993), Krishna and Morgan (2001) , Wolinsky (2002) , Battaglini (2002 Battaglini ( , 2004 , Ottaviani and Sørensen (2001) and Baliga, Corchon, and Sjöström (1997) . They assume that the number of agents who communicate with the decision maker is given.
The intuition behind the quality-quantity trade-o¤ we study in the present paper is somewhat related to that of the literature on committee design (Mukhopadhaya, 2003; Persico, 2004; Gerardi and Yariv, 2008; Gershkov and Szentes, 2009 ). In that literature, the optimal committee size is typically …nite because committee members engage in costly information acquisition, which is subject to the free-rider problem even when the members have identical preferences. In our model, every agent (whether sampled or not) is endowed with private information which also represents their individual preferences.
Our technical contribution would be to introduce into a strategic setting the Dirichlet distribution to study random sampling under potentially complex population uncertainty. 2 The Dirichlet allows us to compute posteriors for a rich message structure (including partial pooling of types) and we can easily parametrize the strength of the prior belief, which is of interest in many practical situations.
The rest of the present paper proceeds as follows. The next section presents the model, and Section 3 examines the relationship among informative equilibria, sample size, and the quality of the prior. Section 4 considers the trade-o¤ between quality and quantity of communication and the optimal sample size. Section 5 concludes.
Model
Our model consists of a single decision maker and a continuum of agents. Every agent is labelled by a real number a 2 The Dirichlet distribution has been used in the economic literature for (non-strategic) search from an unknown distribution (e.g. Rothschild, 1974; Talmain, 1992) .
agent a is y = a . The decision maker's objective is to maximize utilitarian "social welfare"
where q i 0 denotes the proportion of agents whose type is i , such that P H i=1 q i = 1. Since y a¤ects all the agents with di¤erent types, the decision maker is unable to implement the ideal policy for every individual (or type). Instead she chooses the policy that maximizes the total "welfare" of the agents'(1). The decision maker does not observe the frequency vector q (q 1 ; :::; q H ) or any agents' types directly. Each agent a learns only his own type a . Therefore, the decision maker communicates with randomly sampled n agents to estimate q. In particular, the selected agents independently send cheap talk messages to the decision maker. In other words, communication is assumed to be completely costless and payo¤ irrelevant, and does not depend on n. We allow n to be any …nite number, which can be arbitrarily large. 3 We assume that the frequency vector q follows the Dirichlet distribution with parameters ( 1 ; 2 :::;
:; H,
The density function with respect to the frequency vector q is given by
where denotes the gamma function. A convenient feature of the Dirichlet is that the marginal distribution of q i is the beta distribution B( i ; 0 i ). This implies that the prior expectation of the frequency of the ith type is
Therefore we can see p (p 1 ; p 2 ; :::; p H ) as the expected prior population distribution of preferences. The decision maker and all agents share the same prior, before the agents learn their types. In our common prior Bayesian framework, each agent updates his belief on the population distribution through his own type, while the decision maker updates her belief on the population distribution through n messages she receives from the sampled agents. Let the prior expected mean of the agents'types be
For expositional convenience we assume 6 = i for all i = 1; :::; H. In other words, we rule out the non-generic case where the prior mean coincides exactly with one of the types. 
This re ‡ects the convenient property of the Dirichlet distribution that the posterior of q i is a¤ected only by x i and the sample size n, and not by the count of any other agent x i .
From each agent's viewpoint, after he learns his type a = i , the posterior distribution of the probability mass of his type, q i , is B( 
That is, (4) describes the expected posterior distribution of the population preferences from the viewpoint of an agent whose type is i . Note that each agent updates his belief according to the sample size of 1, which is his own type. The Dirichlet distribution is used widely in problems where the underlying distribution is unknown. It provides a tractable way to model a "distribution of distributions". By construction, the expected prior distribution p can be completely arbitrary. Furthermore, we can parametrize the strength of the prior by 0 . As we can see from (3) and (4), the higher 0 is, the less "sensitive" the posterior is with respect to the types of the sampled
is decreasing in 0 . Also, 0 can also be seen as the level of ex ante aggregate uncertainty, conditional on prior common knowledge about the population distribution. When 0 is high, the realized population distribution is likely to be similar to the prior. For example, if
In this case, the prior is identical to the posterior (and hence the realized population distribution) with probability 1, which corresponds to a completely known population distribution (i.e. no aggregate uncertainty). Consequently the decision maker can choose the (near) …rst-best policy even without any communication. In contrast, when 0 is a …nite number, the realized distribution may well be di¤erent from the prior and there is uncertainty in the population distribution of preferences.
From an agent's perspective, the other agents'types are correlated with his own since
In other words, the lower 0 is, the more likely the others are of his type. In particular,
, which means the other agents'types are perfectly correlated with his (i.e. all the others share the same type as his own). Thus aggregate uncertainty implies correlation of types (and vice versa) in the present framework.
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The timing of the game is as follows:
1. All agents and the decision maker are endowed with a common prior on the preference distribution;
2. Agents privately learn their types;
3. The decision maker randomly samples n agents who report costless, non-veri…able messages;
4. The decision maker estimates the population distribution from the messages and chooses y;
Payo¤s are realized.
In what follows we introduce the possibility that the agents may not fully reveal their types. In particular, we will see that the type space may be partitioned. Note that while the decision maker has n pieces of information (messages), each agent has only one (his own type).
Equilibrium
Throughout this paper we focus on common partitional strategies for the agents, where each non-overlapping group consists of one or more type indices in row and any sampled 5 The negative association between the strength of the prior and correlation follows directly from the Dirichlet assumption. This need not be the case in general, but is likely to hold if the observation of a type increases the expected frequency of this type, and reduces that of the others. 6 The covariance of any two di¤erent types is given by
, so that any type is negatively correlated with the other types. In other words, from an agent's viewpoint the correlation is with respect to his own type only, and not to any others. This suggests that each type in our discrete type space could be better interpreted as a simpli…ed representation of (possibly continuous) types that are close to each other and positively correlated. agents in the same type group induce (from their viewpoint) the same distribution of policy by the decision maker. 7 Without loss of generality we assume that all sampled agents in the same group send the identical message. 8 Let the number of the groups on the type space be K H. Let G k be the set of type indices in the kth group from the right hand side of the type space. For example, if K = H each type reports a distinct message to the decision maker, and G k = fkg. On the other hand, if K = 1, then G 1 contains all types: G 1 = f1; 2; ::; Hg. Let z (z 1 ; :::; z k ; :::; z K )
be the count vector of messages from the sampled agents in each group. Naturally we have P K k=1 z k = n. The …rst order condition with respect to (1) gives the decision maker's best response conditional on the messages:
where E[q i j z] is the posterior expected frequency of type i.
Let G(i) denote the set of type indices (group) that has i as an element. By de…nition,
that all types in G(i) send the same message to the decision maker and hence she cannot tell exactly how many of the sampled agents are of type i . For the type of agent i we have
where z(i) denotes the number of sampled agents in G(i), i.e. z(i) P l2G(i) x l . 9 Note that the decision maker does not observe x i directly for G(i) that contains two or more types.
From each sampled agent's viewpoint, his message induces a distribution of the decision maker's policy, which is in ‡uenced also by the other sampled agents'messages. Note from (5) and (6) that the count vector z for messages in ‡uences the decision maker's policy linearly. This implies that from each sampled agent's viewpoint his message in ‡uences the expectation but not the variance of the policy. Therefore, as we assume quadratic payo¤s, 7 In principle there might be other types of non-partitional equilibrium. We are unable to provide a full equilibrium characterization since the decision maker's posterior then does not have a closed-form solution. We will discuss this later in this paper. 8 Sampled agents in the same group do not have to send the identical message, as long as they induce the same probability distribution of policy (or equivalently the same belief of the decision maker on their types). However, such an equilibrium is outcome equivalent to the one where all agents in the same group send an identical message, in the sense that the same combination of the sampled agents'types results in the same policy. 9 If the underlying preference distribution is Dirichlet distributed, the count vector x follows the multivariate Pólya distribution (also known as the Dirichlet compound multinomial distribution):
where is the gamma function and x i is the number of sampled agents whose type is i .
Let us consider the sampled agents'choice of messages. We denote the message sent by any agents in G(i) by m(i); and the message sent by any agents in G j by m j . If a sampled agent's type is i and he sends the message m(i), then his expected payo¤ is given by
:::
where z k = P l2G k x l for k = 1; :::; K. If he deviates and mimics a type in the jth group
::: 
:
Note that the expected payo¤ function u( i ; ) already incorporates (5), the decision maker's best response to the messages from the sampled agents given that all of them follow the partitional strategy. Hence a perfect Bayesian equilibrium is such that for any i ,
The expected payo¤ function u( i ; ) is complex, but since the original payo¤ function is quadratic, for each agent's best response conditional on his type, we can focus on the decision maker's expected policy (from an agent's viewpoint) induced by his message. Speci…cally, it su¢ ces to …nd which message induces the expected policy closest to his ideal policy a .
How does communication between the decision maker and the sampled agents take place in equilibrium? The following proposition states that, when the prior belief about the preference distribution is strong enough, generically the only informative equilibrium communication is the one that can be played with binary messages (e.g. "yes or no"). In this equilibrium, the agents'types are partitioned into only two groups, and any sampled agent from a group induces the same belief as the other agents in the group. In other words, the decision maker can correctly infer to which of the two type groups a sampled agent belongs, but cannot precisely know the agent's type.
Proposition 1 For
0 su¢ ciently large, the only informative equilibrium is binary for any n, whereby all types below belong to one group and above belong to the other.
Proof. See Appendix I.
As we have already suggested in the Introduction, this proposition has a simple intuition. When the prior is stronger, each sampled agent has a smaller in ‡uence on the decision maker's belief and hence her policy, regardless of the sample size. Also, his expected prior policy becomes closer to the prior expectation . As a result, a sampled agent has incentive to exaggerate his type relative to his posterior expected policy (a point close to ) by the decision maker, in order to render the policy y closer to his ideal a . In other words, agents whose types are above wish to overstate their types as much as they can, and agents below understate their types as much as they can. Binary communication is "robust" to this exaggeration incentives, because the sampled agents may not possibly exaggerate their types when they have the choice between two messages (above or below ). A larger sample size has a similar e¤ect on communication to a stronger prior, in the sense that it weakens the decision maker's response to each sampled agent's message.
Proposition 2 For n su¢ ciently large, either i) no informative equilibrium in partitional strategy exists; or ii) the most informative equilibrium in partitional strategy is binary.
When a large sample size is combined with a moderate or strong prior, it leads to binary communication for essentially the same reason and intuition as in Proposition 1. 10 10 Kawamura (2011) has given a related proposition but with a …nite number of agents all of whom send a message to the decision maker (hence there is no sampling), where the decision maker concerns only the types of those agents, not the underlying probability distribution of types itself. In the present framework the decision maker's Bayesian updating is much more complex because she has to estimate the entire population distribution regardless of the sample size n. In other words, the decision maker has to assign a (strictly positive) posterior probability mass to all possible types 1 ; 2 ; :::; H even when the sample size is very small or when no sampled agent turns out to be of certain types.
However, if the prior is extremely weak, even binary communication equilibrium may not exist for a very large sample size since types close to the boundary types in the binary partition has incentive to deviate. Note that when 0 is close to 0 a large proportion of the population are likely to be concentrated on one type due to high correlation. Consider the highest type in the lower group of a binary partition. From the viewpoint of a sampled agent who …nds himself having this type, the expected action (given that the other sampled agents follow the binary partitional strategy) will be lower than his ideal, since the other sampled agents are very likely to share the type and induce the decision maker's belief that their expected type is the expected type of the lower group, not the highest type in the group. Thus, the sampled agent may mimic a type in the higher group to render the expected policy higher, which upsets the binary equilibrium. This does not imply that there is no informative equilibrium. In fact, even for small 0 and large n there could be a mixed strategy equilibrium where sampled agents randomize their messages. Unfortunately it is impossible to characterize a mixed strategy equilibrium since the posterior is no longer the Dirichlet and hence does not have a closed form. 11 However, in our framework very small 0 has a somewhat unrealistic feature that, due to high correlation, a vast majority of the agents is likely to be concentrated on one type, which the decision maker does not know. In practice, such situations may be of less interest because there is little intrinsic con ‡ict of interest between the decision maker and the agents. In what follows we focus on 0 such that a binary equilibrium exists, which implies we expect see some dispersion of realized preferences. It is easy to see that, given binary communication, the decision maker can never estimate the preference distribution precisely. Figure 1 shows an example of two distributions that the decision maker is unable to distinguish even if the sample size is arbitrarily large: she can almost precisely estimate the proportions of the agents are below and above , but she can never accurately infer how the types are distributed above . This makes it impossible for the decision maker to implement the …rst best policy for any sample size.
Note that as in most cheap talk models, there always exists the "babbling" equilibrium where the sampled agents uninformative messages and the decision maker's policy is the same as the one based only on the prior. However, it is clear that the decision maker is strictly better o¤ in an informative equilibrium as she can use her information to maximize her conditional expected payo¤ (therefore for any realization of types she cannot be worse o¤). This also implies that all the agents are ex ante better o¤ in an informative equilibrium.
Propositions 1 and 2 assumes that there does not exist a type that coincides with the 
Sample Size and Quality-Quantity Trade-o¤
In the previous sections we have seen that the sample size may be negatively associated with the quality of each message. Meanwhile, it is clear that given the quality (informativeness) of communication between the decision maker and each agent, a larger sample size allows the decision maker to estimate the population distribution more accurately. This suggests an interesting trade-o¤ between quality and quantity of messages from sampled agents. When the underlying uncertainty on the preference distribution simple, even coarse communication may allow the decision maker to identify the population distribution precisely, as the sample size becomes arbitrarily large. This is the case, for example, when the population distribution is normal with an unknown mean, where the exact proportion of the agents below or above a threshold type gives su¢ cient information to precisely infer the entire distribution. The Dirichlet has much less structure on its posterior. Hence in order for the decision maker to estimate the population distribution exactly, every agent must reveal truthfully and also the sample size must be arbitrarily large. However, from Proposition 2 we know that this cannot be an equilibrium outcome.
In the following we study how the decision maker's ex ante expected equilibrium payo¤ ("social welfare") changes according to the number of sampled agents, by assuming that the decision maker can commit to a sample size and the sampled agents know it. This is an important assumption in our model not least because conditional on a certain number of received messages from the sampled agents, the decision maker is always tempted to sample more to estimate the population distribution better. Consequently, knowing that the decision maker cannot commit to an announced sample size, the sampled agents would anticipate that the actual sample size is arbitrarily large, in which case only binary communication is available. On the other hand, if the decision maker has to choose her policy immediately after communication (and no time is left for a second round communication) then this time constraint itself may function as a commitment device. The decision maker's expected payo¤ conditional on the sample size n and the best response (5) is computed by
exp. payo¤ conditional on message counts
; (7) where Pr(x j ) denotes the multivariate Pólya distribution, z = (z 1 ; ::; z K ) is the count vector of the messages in a partitional equilibrium and z k = P l2G k x l as described above.
Let us observe the quality-quantity trade-o¤ through an example, the details of which can be found in Appendix II. Table 1 presents the decision maker's ex ante expected payo¤ (i.e. ex ante "social welfare") according to sample size n when H = 3 ( 1 = 0, 2 = 1=2, 3 = 1) and the prior expected mean = 7=16 < 1=2. In this example the middle type 2 , which is above the expected mean, has incentive to exaggerate and mimic the high type 3 . There are multiple equilibria in this game, and there always exists a "babbling" equilibrium where all sampled agents send uninformative equilibrium. The payo¤ in the babbling equilibrium is the same as that of no communication at all n = 0. We can see that, if 0 = 7=5 and the most informative equilibrium is chosen, the social welfare is non-monotonic in the sample size since the welfare under perfect communication for n = 5 ( 0:0606) is higher than the welfare under binary communication for n = 6 ( 0:0683). 12 Moreover, the social welfare for n = 5 is higher than for n ! 1, which implies that the optimal sample size is bounded even if sampling itself is completely costless. This is because for n 5 the incentive to exaggerate is so strong for the sampled agents that, there does not exist an equilibrium where every type reveals truthfully. When the prior is stronger (the expected payo¤s are listed for 0 = 4), each sampled agent has weaker in ‡uence on the decision maker's posterior hence her policy as we have seen in (3) . This leads to larger incentive to exaggerate even if the sample size is very small. Consequently the only informative partitional equilibrium is binary, regardless of the sample size. Therefore, the expected social welfare is monotonically increasing in the sample size n. The two cases in Table 1 indicate that, given the same expected prior distribution, the decision maker may prefer to sample a smaller number of agents when the prior is weaker. Our discussion in this section can be summarized as follows.
Proposition 3 If
0 is su¢ ciently large, the optimal sample size is unbounded. Otherwise, the relationship between social welfare and n may be non-monotonic and the optimal sample size may be bounded.
Our analysis so far has focused on sampled agents using partitional strategies, where every type in a group sends essentially the same message with probability 1. There may also be a mixed strategy equilibrium, which unfortunately is impossible to characterize since the posterior does not have a closed form. However, we can provide some arguments for the partitional equilibria we have focused on and for the claim that the optimal sample size can be bounded. First, for smaller sample size, if 0 is not too high and there exists a fully revealing equilibrium, it must be ex ante more e¢ cient than the others for given n, since more precise information is transmitted to the decision maker than binary or possibly a mixed strategy equilibrium. Furthermore, the fully revealing equilibrium is robust in the sense that it is "neologism proof" (Farrell, 1993) , so that no sampled agent can be better o¤ by sending credible o¤-the-equilibrium messages. 13 Binary communication is not neologism proof for relatively small 0 and n, as in the above example, because then a high type agent 3 , who always wants to render the policy as 12 We assume that all sampled agents play the same equilibrium strategy. 13 See Appendix II for a detailed discussion on neologism proofness in the example of this section.
high as possible, may have a neologism (o¤-the-equilibrium message) to credibly distinguish himself from the middle type 2 . The middle type will not use the neologism since, due to relatively small 0 and n, it has a large in ‡uence on the decision maker and makes the expected policy too high for him, which in turn makes the neologism by the high type credible. On the other hand, as long as binary communication equilibrium exists for n ! 1, as in Table ( 1), it is neologism proof for large n because a middle type agent who now has weak in ‡uence on the policy would also use the neologism by a high type agent, which means no credible neologism exists. In other words, for large n the binary equilibrium is not only simple but also robust.
Concluding Remarks
This paper has proposed a novel approach to analyze cheap talk communication to elicit information on a large population. Due to the presence of aggregate uncertainty and sampled agents'incentive to misreport their preferences, the welfare maximizing decision maker has to estimate the preference distribution. Since a large sample size may diminish the quality of communication with each sampled agent, the optimal sample size may be bounded, even if communication and information processing are completely costless. This is particularly the case when the prior belief on the population distribution of preferences is weak. Throughout this paper we have assumed the decision maker can commit to a sample size. Perfect commitment to a sample size may seem contradictory to the assumption that the decision maker optimally responds to messages without committing to a mechanism. However, if the decision maker has to choose her policy immediately after communication (and no time is left for a second round communication) then this time constraint itself may function as a commitment device: the decision maker may credibly sample a …xed number of agents to ask their preferences.
For a decision maker who is not time constrained, a natural extension of our model is sequential sampling. In this case, the commitment problem seems severer because the decision maker will always be tempted to ask more agents, as long as communication is costless and there is no time constraint. We could introduce a cost of sampling, in which case the decision maker will determine when to stop sampling, depending on the information she has obtained. If the decision maker can set the cost of sampling, it may become a commitment device to sampling a small number of agents. We would then have to give up our parametric Bayesian approach as there is no known analytical solution for the optimal stopping problem when the type space is non-binary. 
Note that (j) depends only on the parameters of the prior and is independent from the ex post realization of agent types. Thus the variance of the decision maker's policy from the agent's viewpoint does not change according to his individual message, and thus we can focus on which message induces the closest expected policy to the agent's ideal policy.
Regardless of the partition of the type space, the ex ante expected type of the agents from the decision maker's viewpoint is . In other words,
Suppose that a sampled agent has learnt his type, and let us consider how the other sampled agents a¤ect the decision maker's belief (and policy). Note that the partition of types plays an important role because the decision maker's Bayesian updating is based on it. Let z j be the number of sampled agents in group j. We have P J j=1 z j = n. If all sampled agents follow the partitional strategy, the decision maker's policy conditional on their messages is given by y(z 1 ; z 2 ; :::; z J ) =^ (z 1 ; z 2 ; :::; z
Suppose that all sampled agents except a follows the partitional strategy and a = (2;1) (i.e. he is the the lowest type in the second group). If this sampled agent follows the partitional strategy, the expected policy of the decision maker is given by
Since this is a convex combination of the prior expectation of agent types and the expected type of the group where the agent belongs to, if (2;1) < then (2;1) < 2 (2) < .
If the sampled agent with a = (2;1) mimics an agent in the …rst group, then the expected action of the decision maker is
We now observe that for large enough
which implies that the decision maker's policy is closer to his ideal when he mimics an agent in the …rst group whose expected type is lower. Note that from (5) and (6) the agent's message does not in ‡uence the variance of the decision maker's policy. Thus (10) implies that the expected payo¤ of an agent in the second group is higher if he mimics one in the …rst group. Similarly, consider a sampled agent whose type is the largest in the (J 1)th group:
which means that from the viewpoint of the agent (J 1;S J 1 ) > , the decision maker's expectation on any other agent is lower than his own type. Therefore, for large enough 0 , the decision maker's policy is closer to his ideal policy when he mimics an agent in the Jth group:
Hence for any arbitrary partition, if i 6 = for all i and there exists a type of agent who does not belong to the …rst or the last group, he has incentive to deviate when 0 is large enough.
The above argument rules out any partitional equilibrium with three or more groups. Consider a binary partition where there are only two groups and (1;S 1 ) < < (2;1) .
No agent deviates for large 0 because mimicking a type in the other group renders the expected policy further away from the ideal:
and
Hence we conclude that the only informative equilibrium is binary for large enough 0 .
Proposition 2
Proof. From (9), (10) and also (11) hold for large enough n, regardless of 0 . This rules out any partitional equilibrium with three or more groups.
On the other hand, a binary partition equilibrium may not exist either if n is large and 0 is close to 0. To see this, consider any binary partition where the second group contains two or more types. Then for 0 close to 0
Then from (9) we have (2;1) < 2 (1) < 2 (2) in the binary partition when n is large, which implies that a sampled agent with (2;1) mimics an agent in the …rst group. The same argument holds for the …rst group if it has two or more types. Therefore, an equilibrium in partitional strategy does not exist if n is large enough and 0 is close to 0.
Appendix II
In this appendix we provide details of the example in Section 4, where 
which holds for 0 4=3. In other words, as long as (14) holds, there exists a binary equilibrium for any n. For Table 1 both 0 = 7=5 and 0 = 4 satisfy this condition.
Next, let us consider the condition under which the perfect communication equilibrium exists. Since < 2 we can focus on when the middle type mimics the high type 3 in a candidate perfect communication equilibrium. Again using (8) we can see that, since 
The middle type does not deviate if revealing his type induces the expected policy closer to his ideal i.e., 1=2 
It is easy to check that, for Table 1 , 0 = 7=5 and n 5 satis…es both (14) and (15), and hence support the perfect communication equilibrium up to n = 5: Meanwhile (15) does not hold for any n 1 when 0 = 4, so that perfect communication cannot be an equilibrium.
The "social welfare" on Table 1 was calculated as follows. For the fully revealing equilibrium, the decision maker's policy conditional on the messages and the prior can be simpli…ed to the …rst order condition with respect to 
where x i denotes the number of sampled agents whose type is i . Note that thanks to the quadratic payo¤s (16) also represents the expected payo¤ of the decision maker conditional on the binary messages. Therefore, by substituting the optimal policy y into (16) we obtain the expected payo¤ conditional on the binary messages. The distribution of types Tables 1 and 2 we calculated
where u F (n; x 1 ; x 2 ; p; ) is the maximized expression of (16 
Note that in this case the decision maker cannot distinguish between x 2 and x 3 when deciding the policy. The social welfare is obtained by calculating (17) by replacing u F (n; x 1 ; x 2 ; p; ) with the maximized expression for (18).
Neologism Proofness
It is clear that by construction, the fully revealing equilibrium is neologism proof if each of the three types strictly prefers to play his equilibrium strategy, because no type has incentive to mimic any other type. To see whether the binary equilibrium f 1 g; f 2 ; 3 g is neologism proof, notice that a sampled agent whose type is 3 always wishes to separate himself from 2 . Therefore, for the binary equilibrium to be neologism proof, i) 2 must not have a credible neologism;
and ii) 3 must not have a credible neologism, both with respect to the binary equilibrium in question. Let us assume (14) holds, so that the binary equilibrium exists for any n. It is easy to see that 2 does not have a credible neologism since 
Therefore, the neologism proofness for a particular pair of 0 and n can be checked by looking at (20) . If 0 = 4=3 then (19) can never be satis…ed, which implies there is no neologism binary equilibrium for any n. This is because 2 = 1=2 induces the deal expected action 1=2 for any n in the equilibrium and hence has no incentive to deviate.
